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THE BUSINESS OF VOLUNTEERING

Why volunteerism is crucial
to employee engagement
With just one flathead
screwdriver and two
hammers, 26 Bank of
America employees spent
an afternoon collaborating
to assemble 70 trikes
for the Salvation Army
Christmas Center. The
result of the afternoon
brought more than smiles
to Charlotte families, it left
each employee feeling a
deep connection to their
coworker.
“We recognize that volunteering is a
fun, meaningful way for us to strengthen
our community, while also providing employees with a chance to come together
and build relationships with each other,”
said Bill Lorenz, GT&O Business Operations & Process Controls executive at
Bank of America and chair of the Advisory
Board for the Salvation Army in Charlotte.
Supporting the community through
volunteerism is a value many companies
include in their annual planning without
really knowing why they should do so
beyond altruism. But both academic
research and real-world experience
show this form of engagement can pay
off in important ways.
“Team building is always a
component of corporate volunteering,”
said Leslie Rink, director of volunteer
engagement at United Way of Central
Carolinas. “A feeling of accomplishment
towards a greater good can add
common ground and lead to enriched
conversations between staff members
across departments.”
Organizations have long searched
for opportunities to engage their
employees and create a lively company
culture: Friday morning doughnut runs,
employee teamwork retreats and even
Bring Your Pet to Work Day. But each of
these ideas, and many more like them,
failed to create the lasting impact each
employer planned.

Atrium Health

Bank of America
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Deloitte

In 2016, Deloitte conducted an
Impact Survey in 13 major metropolitan
areas including Charlotte — interviewing
more than 2,500 respondents who have
the ability to either directly influence
hiring or indirectly influence the person
making the hiring decision. The survey
showed 92 percent of respondents
agree volunteering improves employees’
broader professional skill sets and
volunteering is an effective way to
improve leadership skills.
On the opposite side of the
interviewer’s desk, PwC discovered 88
percent of millennials gravitated toward
companies with pronounced Corporate
Social Responsibility (CSR) programs,
and 86 percent would consider leaving
if their employer’s CSR program no
longer met their expectations.
An increased focus on CSR has
made companies look at the value of
engaging with their employees through
volunteerism to establish company
culture and provide professional
leadership development. This has led
to an upward rise in servant leadership,
a term referred to when a company
and their employees join together to
provide hands-on service to create a
better community and world.
“Providing opportunities for
our employees to volunteer in our
community, both individually and as
teams, has been a strong contributing
factor to gains in employee engagement
within our company,” said Scott Krull,
vice president, global commercial
leader at Ingersoll Rand. “The work they
perform in the community allows them
to see the impact that they and the
company are having — making for a far
richer experience.”

Lowe’s

back to their community.
From day one, Atrium Health brings
together new hires for an afternoon of
volunteering. On average, 150 new hires
join Atrium Health each Monday. These
employees spend their first afternoon
on the job working together to fill
backpacks with healthy food items to
support Second Harvest Food Bank. By
Friday of that same week, as the new
hires are settling into their routines,
the backpacks are in the hands of
students who need them. Employees
continue to volunteer throughout
the year for a variety of community
service opportunities, ranging from
mobile food pantries, and reading/
mentoring programs to free medication
distribution.
“Employees are increasingly looking
for companies that have a strong
sense of social responsibility. Effective
community engagement is important
for attracting and retaining great talent,
but also for maximizing impact in the
communities you serve,” said Lois
Ingland, AVP of community and civic
engagement at Atrium Health.

PROVIDE PROFESSIONAL
DEVELOPMENT

Servant leadership creates a sense
of pride and positive atmosphere with
employees. Volunteerism creates a
positive feeling that just feels good
to employees and companies alike —
whether it is a small project, like sorting
clothing at the men’s shelter, or a much
larger one like building a house for
Habitat for Humanity.
Ingersoll Rand and Lowes Home
Improvement employees know this
feeling very well, as both companies
engage their employees to volunteer
across Mooresville and Lake Norman
for United Way’s annual Days of Caring
in the fall. This large-scale activation
connects employees with projects that
serve neighbors in impactful ways.

It can be difficult for busy
professionals to find the time to
continue to develop professional skills
and discover opportunities that allow
them to give back to the community.
Which is why more and more
companies are incorporating programs
such as leadership training, nonprofit
board training and volunteer projects
into their business model.
During Wells Fargo’s annual Day
of Caring, in addition to volunteering
at hands-on projects across multiple
locations, team members can attend
a board training to learn more about
what it means to serve on a nonprofit
board and how to get involved locally.
Servant leadership programs can
help employees build skills for their
current role or help them demonstrate
leadership qualities to grow into their
next role within the company.
Corporate volunteer projects can
provide employees with additional
professional development opportunities
such as learning project-management
skills, leading a group, evaluating what
project fits the company’s philanthropic
mission, working within an allotted
budget, recruiting volunteers, marketing
the project and collecting the proper
supplies.

CREATE UNIQUE BONDS

INSTILL COMPANY CULTURE

ENHANCE EMPLOYEE MORALE

Ingersoll Rand
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Servant leadership can provide
a means for team building. When
gathered together as a group and as
equals, employees open up — sharing
more than just how their weekend
was or what they had for lunch.
Volunteerism acts as the medium to
create memories and forge bonds
across departments.
Onsite volunteer projects have been
adopted by businesses throughout
Charlotte to provide an accessible
outlet for employees to connect, build
relationships and feel fulfilled by giving

The workplace is changing. Now,
more than ever, companies are trying to
instill a company culture that attracts
young, ambitious talent with new
policies and practices: flexible work
hours, working remote, casual Fridays
and internal staff rallies. But servant
leadership and volunteerism can more
deeply mobilize a company’s culture.
In Gallup’s 2017 State of the
American Workplace Report, 51 percent
of employees said they would change
jobs to gain flextime that includes
volunteer hours.
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Many Charlotte-based companies
have created an office culture of
service with teams passionate about
volunteerism — with donation matching
programs, paid time off toward
volunteer hours, onsite volunteerism
and more. These opportunities also
bring team members together from
companies that have adopted flexible
schedules and work from home models.
TIAA is celebrating their Centennial
Anniversary this year through the 100
Days of Difference campaign. Employees
are taking part in community service
projects around the country, including
many right here in Charlotte organized
with United Way’s Hands On Charlotte.
TIAA and United Way have a yearlong
partnership that includes offering
customized volunteer opportunities and
event sponsorships.
“At TIAA, we know our strongest
asset is the talent of our employees,
and we encourage them to share their
skills with their local communities,”
said Jarian Kerekes, senior director of
corporate social responsibility at TIAA.
“To celebrate our Centennial
year at TIAA, we’ve organized 100
days of volunteer and engagement
opportunities, including working with
United Way of Central Carolinas and
Hands On Charlotte to contribute
to over 120 local projects in which
our employees can get involved in
meaningful ways. Service to others
is at the heart of TIAA’s mission and
volunteering provides employees with
a sense of purpose, as well as a greater
connection to their community and
coworkers.”
But the question remains, “Where
do these companies find the time to
volunteer and plan all the activities?”
The answer is, they have help.
Hands On Charlotte is one of the
many ways United Way brings people
together to build a stronger community.
With flexible volunteer opportunities for
companies, individuals, and families,
Hands On Charlotte offers a diverse
variety of projects so groups and
individuals are able to choose projects
based on their interest at times that
are convenient to them. Projects cover
United Way’s five-county footprint and
range from sorting clothes and food to
building a playground or tutoring.
“So much can be accomplished
when our community comes together,”
said Bob Young, Director, Volunteer
Strategy & Planning at United Way.
“Whether planning a corporate day of
service or looking for a way to plug in
with your family outside of work, folks
can take advantage of our wide variety
of available project types to explore
the kinds of activities that suit their
interests and passions.”

CORPORATE GROUPS

Large or small, corporate group
volunteer projects allow employees from
individual departments or across the
company to come together to do good
with their peers. Hands On Charlotte
offers opportunities for one-time group
projects such as tiny library builds,
tricycle builds, snack packs, hygiene kits,
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thank you cards for troops and more.
Hands On Charlotte also works
with companies to create ongoing
engagement opportunities to offer
their employees, such as long-term
place-based opportunities or daylong
celebrations.
Place-based opportunities give
volunteers a chance to create longterm change in a specific neighborhood
through projects like adopting a school
or classroom. These projects go deeper
and create conversation with the
community about where volunteers can
help the most. Volunteers return on a
recurring basis to create lasting impact.

INDIVIDUAL OPPORTUNITIES

Volunteering as an individual may
seem challenging to organize. With
Hands On Charlotte’s calendar program,
it is easy to find opportunities listed for
each day of the week so individuals can
select what best fits their interest and
schedule.
Volunteers can also donate their
time through skill-based volunteering,
which includes tasks like accounting,
business consulting, marketing services,
etc. Skill-based volunteering is a great
way to network and build experience
while making an impact towards the
nonprofit’s mission.

SPECIAL EVENTS

In addition to individualized
volunteer experiences, United Way’s
Hands On Charlotte offers signature
events several times during the year
to celebrate volunteerism. Special
events are fun, family-friendly volunteer
opportunities open to everyone.
For over 27 years, Hands On Charlotte
Day has celebrated volunteerism,
community engagement and civic
activation in our city by getting
hundreds of volunteers out to do good.
Friends, family and coworkers
throughout the community lend a
helping hand with diverse projects
across the city — from sorting food at
Second Harvest Food Bank, or sprucing
up the Lakewood Neighborhood, to
a family-friendly project at Blythe
Elementary School. The day offers
a wide array of ways for community
members to give back.
These events unite hundreds of
volunteers to engage in meaningful
service and provide a taste of what
United Way’s Hands On Charlotte offers
throughout the year.
Special Events Include:
MLK Call to Service | January
Hands On Charlotte Day | April
Live United Day | August
Days of Caring | September
Service Juris Day | September
Charlotte Playground Build |
October
“Each event helps to shine a
spotlight on the power of volunteerism
to create change in our community,”
said Sean Garrett, executive director
of United Way. “Now more than ever,
volunteers can contribute their
personal passions, best ideas and
unique strengths to leave a lasting mark
on people’s lives.”

2017 BY THE NUMBERS

19,156
VOLUNTEERS

445

OF WHICH SERVED ON

BOARDS, COMMITTEES,
CABINETS & COUNCILS

PARTICIPATING IN

1,175
PROJECTS
BENEFITING

146
COMMUNITY

ORGANIZATIONS
ACCUMULATING

46,012
HOURS

GENERATING IMPACT IN THE
COMMUNITY WITH A VALUE OF

1,110,729

$

Value of volunteer time = $24.14 per hour
independentsector.com

BECOME A VOLUNTEER TODAY.
handsoncharlotte.org

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wells Fargo
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VOLUNTEERING FOR WORK EXPERIENCE

Volunteering for a career boost
In the world of online webinars and
how-to videos, there are many ways to
learn new skills and perfect existing
ones. The real trick is applying each
skill in outlets that show value to future
employers.
Skills-based volunteering allows an
individual to enhance their resume
and make valuable connections in their
chosen industry or in a new industry.
These experiences help to establish
contacts for networking, receive letters
of recommendation from professionals
in the field and make a substantial
contribution to overall job potential.
Here are a few reasons why giving

back to the community can enhance a
candidate’s professional experience:

showcase particular skills that may be a
good fit for a new role.

EXPOSES NEW CAREER PATHS

CULTIVATES A NETWORK

Skill-based volunteering is a great
way to learn more about a specific
function or industry, especially if a
volunteer is considering offering a
personal skill outside of their career
or transitioning to the government or
nonprofit sector.

Whether by participating in charity
events or volunteering time, charitable
involvement is a great way to meet
new people and expand a professional
network. It can be a great way to form a
real connection with someone through
a shared passion.

DEVELOPS NEW SKILLS

EXERCISE YOUR EXPERTISE

When switching careers or climbing
the corporate ladder, skill-based
volunteering presents opportunities to

However, skill-based volunteering
is not just for active professionals.
Retirees, who may not be ready to

hang their hat after a full career, can
volunteer with eager nonprofits in areas
such as finance, marketing, consulting,
administrative duties and fundraising.
“My company instilled in us a passion
for serving the communities where we
live and work. When I retired, my desire
to help people didn’t suddenly expire,”
Mike Polesnak, former Deloitte employee
and 26-year United Way volunteer. “I get
great personal satisfaction out of being
able to continue using my skills in a
volunteer application – I’m still driven
by delivering quality on a deadline, and
the work is just as important now as it
was during my career.”

A lifesaving volunteer opportunity brought to your door
In 2017 alone, the support of
volunteer blood donors and blood
drive hosts allowed Community Blood
Center of the Carolinas to collect,
manufacture and distribute more
than 91,000 units of red cells, 15,000
units of platelets, and 49,000 plasma
products to area hospitals. Those
more than 155,000 units translated
directly to local lives improved and
saved. This monumental feat simply
would not have been possible without
volunteers like you.
As your local nonprofit blood
center, CBCC operates five donation
centers throughout the region, but
approximately 85 percent of our blood
comes from hosted blood drives out in
our community. That means patients in
our local hospitals count on volunteers
to host blood drives at their place of
business, with their organization, or
at their house of worship. Without our
sponsors, countless patients may not
have won their battles.
CBCC is the primary blood supplier
to more than 30 local hospitals. It
takes blood drives of all sizes to meet
the needs of their patients. Whether a
drive collects 25 units or 125 units, they
make a difference. Our sponsors truly
are the lifeline to our donors. It is only
through their willingness to support
our mission and sponsor blood drives
that we are able to collect the blood
needed to supply our local patients.
Hosting a blood drive with CBCC is

easy. It starts with a quick phone call
to your CBCC representative. Once
a date and location are decided,
we bring the equipment, snacks,
marketing materials and everything
else needed to make your drive a
success. You just bring the donors! All
it will cost is a little of your time, and
you and your group are able to make a
life-changing difference for patients in
need in our community.
Your employees will also appreciate
this quick, easy and free way to
give back in such a meaningful way.
Donating blood together can create a
unique bond among employees. They
can sit back, relax, and accomplish a
good deed together. Co-workers can
also lend moral support to each other
and share stories about their reasons
for donating. Many organizations
incorporate blood donation into their
health and wellness plan, allowing
staff to reap additional benefits from
their lifesaving donation.
When CBCC brings a Community
Bloodmobile or inside blood drive
setup to you, you join the thousands
of other local organizations that
have stepped up to save lives in our
community. You show your community
what your priorities truly are.
Call Community Blood Center of the
Carolinas at 1-888-59BLOOD to start
saving local lives today.
We all have the power to heal. It’s
in our blood.
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DO MORE.
BE MORE.

When you help a neighbor, you make
a difference in their life … and yours.

As a volunteer, you are the heart of the YMCA.
It is the support and effort of volunteers, donors and
partners like you that helps strengthen our community,
meeting the needs of those who need us most.

PICK YOUR PASSION
You don’t have to be a member to volunteer at the Y. The Y
offers some of the most varied ways to use your talents, from
athletics, art, or literacy to technology. For students, giving
back at the Y also provides opportunities to meet community
service requirements for school. The Y helps you serve
the greater Charlotte community through programs
in the following areas of impact:

Y READERS

LAUNCH THEIR STORY!
You can change the academic outcome for those
at risk of falling behind by reading with kids who
need extra support.

YOUTH POTENTIAL & ACADEMIC SUCCESS
DROWNING PREVENTION
COMMUNITY HEALTH CHALLENGES
ACCESS & BELONGING FOR ALL

LEVEL UP

ACCESS AND OPPORTUNITY FOR TEENS.
Create lasting relationships and an engaging
environment that provides positive outlets
for teens to thrive.

IDCI0380
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VOLUNTEER PROFILE

Volunteer Stacia Dionne gives back to get back
Stacia Dionne, senior business
process consultant at Ally Financial,
licensed massage therapist and fitness
coach at MADbolic, practices mental
and physical well-being through leading
two volunteer projects with Hands On
Charlotte.
Five years ago, Stacia Dionne had a
revelation. A thought that caused her
to stop, take a look back and evaluate
her priorities. A phrase she grew up
hearing from her father crept back into
her mind- “Mind, body, soul — no finish
line.” Had focusing on the finish line
caused her to lose track of nurturing
her whole self?
Like so many working professionals,
Stacia’s career had taken the front seat
of her life. Long hours in the office led
to less time to focus on her mental
and physical well-being. Luckily for her,
as she explored ways to refresh her
mind, body and soul, her employer, Ally
Financial, supported her every step of
the way.
Ally encourages staff to volunteer
in the community by providing
eight hours of paid volunteer time a
year. Departments also take part in
organizing group volunteer projects that
support local nonprofits such as Dress
for Success and Classroom Central.

“Finally slowing down and taking a
step back, helped me reflect on all the
gifts I had been given throughout my
life — a good job, a great husband, an
active lifestyle, and I wanted a way to
share my gifts with others,” said Stacia.
“Hands On Charlotte made it easy to try
new projects and plug in as a leader for
volunteer sites that needed help.”
Stacia now leads two projects with
Hands On Charlotte: Special Rollers
and Basic Literacy and Math for Adults.
Volunteering has become an integral
part of her life and her husband often
joins her to provide hugs and high-fives
to the participants at Special Rollers,
a bowling league for people with
disabilities.
“Each project is incredibly rewarding
in two very different ways,” Stacia
recounts. “Special Rollers is a highenergy environment and players are so
excited to be there having fun with you.
It’s a contagious feeling. But mentoring
adults pushed me out of my comfort
zone. I’m so grateful for that feeling,
because it has helped me guide new
volunteers who may feel intimated by
the thought of tutoring.”
Stacia and her husband also take
part in special events such as MLK Call
to Service and Hands On Charlotte

Day, where Stacia led the Park Road
Park clean up this year. Whether she is
leading the project or just volunteering,
she enjoys seeing the community —

fathers and daughters, little league
baseball teams, corporate groups and
more — coming out to experience a
taste of giving back.

WHY SIMPLY
SURVIVE
WHEN YOU CAN

NON-PROFITS: EQUIP AND EMPOWER YOUR STAFF AND BOARD
Thrive is a 2.5-day workshop designed to help non-profits grow through staff and board development.

SEPTEMBER 19TH THROUGH 21ST | CHARLOTTE

Visit FundingForGood.org/Thrive to learn more or register today.
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VOLUNTEERISM AT WORK IN OUR COMMUNITY

Duke Energy

Making a difference together
An engaged workforce is vitally
important in the Charlotte community.
When a Harvard University/UC Berkeley
study revealed Charlotte-Mecklenburg
ranks 50th out of 50 among the largest
U.S. cities in economic mobility, the
community rallied for a solution.
Companies have found ways to step up
and use their collective impact to create
positive change.
“Our community is made up of caring
people who want to be involved,” said

Sean Garrett, executive director of
United Way of Central Carolinas. “What’s
exciting about our work is we are
providing avenues for everybody to take
control of the future of our community.”
Some of the avenues companies
have taken include investing resources
into community initiatives, empowering
employees to join engagement
groups and providing professional
development so that employees are
prepared to take leadership roles in

local nonprofits.
There’s also been a recent push to
use technology to help redefine the
future of philanthropy in the workplace.
In February 2018, Salesforce.org
announced a partnership with United
Way to launch Philanthropy Cloud,
the first-of-its-kind network platform
with the goal of transforming the way
corporations connect with employees
to engage and support the causes they
care about.
“Salesforce.org and United Way
are working together to redefine
philanthropy by making it easy for
employees to not just donate, but to
amplify, track and measure impact at
an individual profile and collective
level,” said Rob Acker, CEO Salesforce.
org. “Philanthropy Cloud is the perfect
combination of innovation and social
impact, enabling any company to make
giving back a core part of their culture.”
Here are three ways companies in
Charlotte are making volunteering and
engaging in the community simple,
effective and fun for their employees.

A CULTURE OF GIVING BACK

BB&T

Many companies provide
opportunities for fundraising and
community service, but some go as far
as giving employees the opportunity to
volunteer during the workday. The Tutor
Charlotte program, launched by United
Way and Read Charlotte, wouldn’t be
possible without employees from local
companies volunteering their time
to serve as reading mentors for local
students.
Recent studies have shown only 39

percent of Charlotte-Mecklenburg’s
third graders are reading at grade level,
a critical predictor of future success.
Companies like Bank of America,
Duke Energy, Atrium Health and
Ingersoll Rand have adopted
classrooms and provide volunteers, who
work one-on-one with students for 30
minutes each week to help them learn
critical reading skills through “active
reading.”
“Active reading is an evidence-based
approach that improves children’s
language skills, vocabulary and ability
to understand what they are reading,”
said Tori Kendrick, senior manager of
Tutor Charlotte. “These volunteers are
helping us make sure students are
reading at grade level by third grade.”

EDUCATED AND ENGAGED
EMPLOYEES

Sometimes people want to make an
impact, but are not sure where to start.
Joining a group focused on learning
about the needs of the community and
rallying to make a difference, is a great
entry point. Companies including Wells
Fargo, Atrium Health, Duke Energy, BB&T
and EY are empowering their employees
to make a difference by joining
engagement groups.
United Way has four engagement
groups, each with a focus on improving
economic mobility in Charlotte by
working towards a key impact area
including early childhood education
and neighborhood revitalization.
The Young Leaders group focuses on
positive change in the west corridor
of Charlotte. The group recently
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Red Ventures

volunteered with Seeds for Change, a
West Boulevard Community Initiative
focused on creating a fully-integrated
food hub in West Charlotte.
“Part of what I enjoy about Young
Leaders is the exposure to different
causes and opportunities to get
involved,” said Stephen Henry, Young
Leaders co-chair. “I learned Seeds of
Change has a long-term goal to build a
co-op grocery store in West Charlotte,
and I helped tend to a garden the group
created at West Boulevard Library.”

FOSTERING FUTURE LEADERS

Companies like Enterprise Holdings
are helping to foster future leaders in
our community by not only encouraging
employees to volunteer, but also
providing leadership and educational
opportunities.
Enterprise Holdings recently brought
together employees to assemble snack
packs at Salvation Army’s Center of
Hope. The group was broken into teams,
with a contest and prizes for the most
productive volunteers. They set a goal
on the overall number of packs to put
together for the women and children
there.
“We’re super competitive. It’s just
part of our culture, we strive to be
the best at everything we do” said
Kaniche Bennett, NC Group Generalist
Manager for Enterprise Holdings in

Novant Health

TIAA

EY
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Charlotte. “It’s one thing to help those
in need, and that’s the first reason we
get involved. But when there’s also a
personal benefit in terms of leadership
and educational opportunities that
really helps Enterprise develop our
staff. I’m so proud to see them getting
entrenched in the community.”
TIAA and Wells Fargo are among
the companies working to train future
nonprofit leaders by providing boardtraining sessions. These interactive
sessions prepare young professionals
to be part of a nonprofit agency board.
The civic-minded nature of nonprofit
leadership makes it crucial for those
in governance positions – particularly
those in volunteer board positions – to
understand their roles in advancing the
mission of the nonprofits they serve.
Using case studies, hands-on problem
solving and hearing from subject matter
experts, these sessions give participants
the skills they need to become effective
board members.
For today’s workforce, simply
showing up is not good enough.
Employers are recognizing that more
and more people want to be engaged
not only at work, but also in the world
around them. Companies who rally their
employees to volunteer will reap the
benefits of a loyal workforce, higher
productivity and a better community for
all.
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®

10

TH

ANNIVERSARY

4.20.18

2018

REALTORS
CARE DAY

®

On April 20 more than 700 local
Realtors® came together to perform
exterior home repairs and provide
adaptive and safety modifications for
23 homes and two nonprofits in
Mecklenburg and Iredell counties.
Over the 10 years of the project,
Realtors® have helped repair more
than 250 homes and nonprofits in our
community.

www.RealtorsCareDay.com

